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QUESTION 1

Which three are valid directories for cron jobs to be run at known intervals? 

A. /etc/cron.hourly 

B. /etc/cron.daily 

C. /etc/cron.minutely 

D. /etc/cron.monthly 

E. /etc/cron.yearly 

F. /etc/cron.annually 

Correct Answer: ABD 

Explanation: An alternative to editing the crontab is to place executable scripts into one of the following directories. The
script will be run at the appropriate interval. 

/etc/cron.hourly /etc/cron.daily /etc/cron.weekly /etc/cron.monthly This is actually using anacron, rather than cron, but it
achieves a similar goal. Reference: http:// www.oracle-base.com/articles/linux/cron-on-linux.php 

 

 

QUESTION 2

For which three types of installs does the Oracle database Pre-install rpm help by installing required software packages
and setting system parameters? 

A. Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition single instance 

B. Oracle WebLogic 

C. Oracle Database Enterprise Edition Real Application Cluster 

D. Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control 

E. Oracle Database 11g Standard Edition single instance 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine these statements and their output taken right after successful install of Oracle Linux: 

[root@FAROUT /] rpm q firstboot Firstboot -1.110.10-1.0.2.e16.x86_64 
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[root @FAROUT /] # chkconfig - - list firstboot Firstboot 0:off 2:off 3:off 4:off 5:off 6;off 

[root@FAROUT /] # /etc/sysconfig/firstboot RUN_FIRSTBOOT=NO 

What is the conclusion? 

A. The option to run firstboot was deselected during Oracle Linux installation. 

B. The system was installed with desktop graphical packages and rebooted and the firstboot utility ran successful. 

C. Firstboot never ran in any run level because the service is turned off for all run levels. 

D. The system was installed without selecting desktop graphical packages, thereby disabling firstboot from running. 

Correct Answer: A 

Firstboot is set to off for all levels. 

Example: 

The rm command below remove or delate the firstboot file in order to make sure the firstboot program 

running when we restart or reboot the Fedora machine. 

[root@fedora ~]# rm /etc/sysconfig/firstboot 

rm: remove regular file `/etc/sysconfig/firstboot\\'? y [root@fedora ~]# 

Then check and make sure that firstboot program or firstboot service is run when your Fedora startup/boot 

up. 

Check firstboot services 

[root@fedora ~]# chkconfig --list firstboot 

firstboot 0:off 1:off 2:off 3:off 4:off 5:off 6:off 

[root@fedora ~]# 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three statements are true concerning filesystems supported by Oracle Linux? 

A. An ext3 filesystem can be mounted as an ext2 filesystem. 

B. An ext4 filesystem can be mounted as an ext3 filesystem. 

C. The ext3 and ext4 filesystems both support multiple journaling modes. 

D. The btrfs filesystem includes a volume manager. 

E. The btrfs filesystem cannot be used for the root filesystem. 

F. The ext4 filesystem is a copy-on-write filesystem. 
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Correct Answer: ACE 

A: ext2 file systems are upgradeable to ext3 without reformatting. 

C: The ext3 file system includes journaling capabilities to improve reliability and availability. In addition to the features of
ext3, the ext4 file system supports extents (contiguous physical blocks), pre-allocation, delayed allocation, faster file
system checking, more robust journaling, and other enhancements. 

Incorrect: 

Not F: btrfs, not ext4, is a copy-on-write file system, 

 

QUESTION 5

Examine the content of the mdstat pseudo file: 

# cat /proc/msstat 

personalities: [raid1] [raid0] [raid6] [raid5] [raid4] md0 : active raid1 md2[1] md1[0] 207680 blocks super 1.2 [2/2] [UU]
md2 : active raid0 sdg[1] sdf1[0] 207872 blocks super 1.2 512k chinks Md1 : active raid0 sde1[1] sdd1[0] 207872 blocks
super 1.2 512k chunks Unused devices:  

Which two statements are true about the MD0 RAID set? 

A. MDO is a stripped mirror RAID set. 

B. MDO is a mirrored stripped RAID set. 

C. If MD1 fails, so will MDO. 

D. If MD2 fails, MDO too fails. 

E. If /dev/sdd1 and /dev/sdg1 fail, MDO fails. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Explanation: MD0 is active and raid1. Md2 and md1 is spare. So it is a stripped mirror RAID set. Since both depends on
MD0, if MD2 fails, MD0 will fail too. Reference: http://linuxwiki.de/proc/mdstat 

 

QUESTION 6

Which three actions may be done using the Anaconda installer when working with an Oracle Linux 6 system? (Choose
three.) 

A. downgrading an installed system 

B. booting an installed system from a local drive 

C. attempting a rescue to repair problems with a partition table that prevents booting an installed system 

D. deinstalling an installed system 

E. upgrading an installed system 
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Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two conditions should be met in order to successfully configure an openssh client on Oracle Linux? 

A. The openssh-server package must not be installed. 

B. The openssh package must be installed. 

C. The sshd daemon must not be started. 

D. The openssh-client package must be installed. 

E. The ssh-agent must be started. 

F. ssh keys must be generated by any user using the ssh client. 

Correct Answer: BD 

To connect to an OpenSSH server from a client machine, you must have the openssh-clients and openssh packages
installed on the client machine. 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two statements are true concerning an MSDOS partition table? (Choose two.) 

A. It does not support disks with more than 1024 cylinders 

B. It can be used on the boot disk 

C. It supports either four primary partitions or three primary partitions and one extended partition 

D. It can be used on disks up to four terabytes in size 

E. It supports named partitions 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three statements are true about the mount command? 

A. It supports labels. 

B. By default, it can be used by an ordinary user to mount a local file system. 

C. It lists all the currently mounted filesystems, if executed without any arguments 

D. It lists only the filesystems listed in /etc/fstab if executed without any arguments. 
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E. Only root can mount filesystems that are not listed in listed in /etc/fstab. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

Reference: https://access.redhat.com/site/documentation/en- US/Red_Hat_Enterprise_Linux/5/html/
Deployment_Guide/chap- Using_the_mount_Command.html 

 

QUESTION 10

Examine the command and output shown: 

bash-4.1# 1s 1s: error while loading shared libraries: libselinux.so.1: cannot open shared object file: No such file or
directory 

No files have been deleted from your system and you want to determine the cause of the error. 

Which two commands or utilities can help the root user diagnose this problem? 

A. ldd 

B. dmesg 

C. grep libselinux.so.1 /var/log/dmesg 

D. strace 

E. grep libselinux.so.1 /var/log/message 

Correct Answer: AD 

Explanation: 

To diagnose the problem, use the following commands: 

ldd /usr/bin/ls and ldd /cat 

strace -o /tmp/ls.strace -f su - root -c ls Reference: http://www.experts-exchange.com/OS/Unix/Q_25150132.html 

 

QUESTION 11

Which four statements are true concerning the various stages of GRUB bootloader in Oracle Linux? 

A. GRUB stage1 must always load stage1_5. 

B. GRUB stage1_5 is used to process the /boot/grub/grub.conf file. 

C. GRUB stage1_5 loads GRUB stage2. 

D. GRUB stage1 may load GRUB stage2 directly. 

E. GRUB stage1 provides support for several different filesystems, enabling stage1 to load stage1_5. 

F. GRUB stage1_5 provides support for several different filesystems, enabling stage1_5 to load stage2. 
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G. GRUB stage2 is used to process the /boot/grub/grub.conf file. 

Correct Answer: CDEG 

CD: Stage 1 code is stored in the MBR. This code contains a block list that points to the next stage of 

GRUB, which is either stage1_5 or stage 2, depending on the file system type. E(not F): Stage1_5 code 

allows GRUB to interpret different types of file system G (not B): Stage 2 code reads /boot/grub/grub.conf 

to determine how to load the kernel. 

Incorrect: 

Not A:. For some file system types such as ext4, GRUB does not need to load stage1_5. 

 

QUESTION 12

Which three options are available during the Anaconda installer disk partitioning setup stage for a machine with only one
hard disk device? 

A. Manual resizing of existing partitions on only a single device 

B. Removal of all empty partitions only, leaving any Linux or non-Linux partitions unchanged 

C. Replacing of existing Linux partitions only and leaving any other partitions unchanged 

D. Replacing of existing non-Linux partitions only, and leaving any Linux partitions unchanged 

E. Manual resizing of existing partitions on all selected devices 

F. Removal of all existing partitions and creating new partitions to suit the install 

Correct Answer: ACF 

A: Shrink Current System 

Select this option to resize your current data and partitions manually and install a default Red Hat 

Enterprise Linux layout in the space that is freed. 

C: Replace Existing Linux System(s) 

Select this option to remove only partitions created by a previous Linux installation. This does not remove 

other partitions you may have on your hard drives (such as VFAT or FAT32 partitions). 

F: Replace Existing Linux System(s) 

Select this option to remove only partitions created by a previous Linux installation. This does not remove 

other partitions you may have on your hard drives (such as VFAT or FAT32 partitions). 

Note: 
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QUESTION 13

This MDADM output: Which two aspects can be determined from this output? 
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A. A device failed and has been removed from this RAID set. 

B. It is no longer possible to write to this RAID set. 

C. Read and write performance is no longer optimal on this RAID set. 

D. This RAID set was built without a spare device. 

E. Only Write performance is no longer optimal on this RAID set. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 14
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Which three statements are true about maintaining system parameters in Oracle Linux? (Choose three.) 

A. echo can be used to change values for various system parameters 

B. sysctl –w can be used to change values for various system parameters 

C. Changes made using echo are lost after rebooting the system 

D. Changes made using sysctl –w are preserved after rebooting the system 

E. Changes made to /etc/sysctl.conf take effect immediately after saving the file 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Which three statements are true about the Oracle Linux Logical Volume Manager (LVM)? 

A. LVM supports simple, striped, mirrored, and RAID-5 Logical Volumes (LVs). 

B. A Physical Volume (PV) can be created on a disk or a disk partition. 

C. A Physical Volume (PV) can only be created on a disk partition. 

D. A Physical Volume (PV) can be resized. 

E. A Volume Group (VB) can be split into multiple Volume Groups. 

F. An LVM snapshot is read-only. 

Correct Answer: CEF 
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